


Biological control of

Predatory mite (amblyseius cucumeris) for the 
control of thrip larvae and eggs
Each sachet will produce and release over 1000 
predators which feed on the first two larval 
stages of thrip and whitefly eggs
Replace sachets every 3-4 weeks

For outdoor use only. Deploy as soon as wasp behaviour becomes aggressive 

Identify a trap placement location that is several feet away from any outdoor seating
areas. This ensures that wasps will be lured away from your preferred outdoor spots
Aim to construct traps indoors, as the strong attractant may immediately entice
wasps whilst assembly is being configured 

Pour attractant into the yellow base of the wasp trap (this does not need to be
diluted)
Carefully slide the transparent plastic bucket into the grooves of the filled yellow
base
Make sure the bucket is securely locked in on top of the yellow base
Attach the green string to the raised pieces of plastic on top of the plastic bucket
and secure tightly 
Hang your trap at a safe height and distance from outdoor eating areas

Traps can be used for several years due to weather-resistant design specifications
Empty traps as soon as they become saturated with wasps, and refill with attractant 
The best way to clean out your trap is to open and submerge the trap in a large
bucket of water. This will drown any wasps that haven't yet died and wash out the
wasp remains without risk of you being stung

Wasp Trap Application Instructions

Dragonfli's Small & Large Wasp Traps are reusable and ideal for placement in gardens, on
terraces, or balconies. Each trap is supplied with specially developed liquid attractant to
attract large numbers of wasps & hornets that fly into the unique trap openings and
drown in the attractant below. Our wasp traps provide an easy and natural way to
combat wasps & hornets without harming plants, bees, birds and mammals.

Required conditions:

Before application:

Application:

Next Steps: 
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